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Drinking driving is responsible for a high proportion of traffic accidents. To study the effects of alcohol on drivers and driving
performance, 25 drivers’ subjective feelings and driving performance data in different blood-alcohol concentration (BAC) levels
were collected with simulated driving experiment. The investigation results revealed that alcohol affected drivers in many aspects,
including attitude, judgment, vigilance, perception, reaction, and controlling. The analysis of accident rate showed that higher
BAC level would lead to higher accident rate. The statistical analysis results of driving performance indicated that average speed,
speed standard deviation, and lane position standard deviation were significantly higher under the influence of alcohol. They also
had a statistically significant linear trend as the function of BAC level. The discrimination of drinking driving based on driving
performance was performed with Fisher discrimination method. The results showed that drinking driving with higher BAC level
was easier to discriminate from normal driving. Also, the results indicated that the three significant indicators on straight roadway
could be used in the discrimination of drinking driving state. The conclusions can provide references for the study of drinking
driving and the identification of driving state and then contribute to traffic safety.

1. Introduction

It has been known that alcohol use impairs driving skills and
increases accident risk. It has been found that while driving
under the influence of alcohol, the risk of having an accident
causing injury or death increases exponentially [1]. In Europe,
drinking driving is thought to be responsible for 10,000
deaths each year [2]. Alcohol-impaired driving accidents
contribute to approximately 31% of all traffic fatalities in the
USA [3]. In China, Li et al. revealed that about 34.1% of road
accidents were alcohol related [4].

Drunk driving has a high probability to lead to serious
accidents. Even with a small amount of alcohol assumption,
drivers are twice likely to be involved in traffic accidents
than sober drivers [5]. Therefore, many countries have been
working on solutions to drunk driving for a long period of
time, including publicity and education and tough drunk-
driving laws. The laws have been enacted to prohibit driving
after drinking and have imposed severe penalties on violators
[6]. The legal limits for BAC are between 0.01% and 0.08%.

The limit, for example, is 0.02% in Sweden; 0.05% in Israel,
Korea, andAustralia; and 0.08% inCanada, England,Mexico,
and the United States. In China, driving with a BAC higher
than 0.02% is defined as drink-driving and the driver will be
penalized. Moreover, driving with a BAC higher than 0.08%
is considered drunken-driving and it belongs to unlawful act.

Even so, drinking driving is still difficult to be completely
eliminated. It is also needed to analyze the signatures of
alcohol’s impairment on drivers to pave the foundation for
the study on the countermeasure of drinking driving. Alcohol
can affect drivers’ cognition, vigilance, attention, judgment,
and reaction, which were related to driving ability closely. It
was concluded that alcohol consumption, even at low doses,
significantly affected driving-related skills such as vision,
braking behavior, and vigilance [7]. At the same time, drivers’
information process and attention were heavily affected by
alcohol. Nash demonstrated that drivers would be distracted
by alcohol when they were asked to complete some tasks
[8]. It has been indicated that alcohol would negatively affect
drivers’ ability on judgment of following distance and depth
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perception [9]. Alcohol’s effects on visual performance are
most obvious when it comes to the judgment of moving
objects and the process of different information at the same
time [10, 11].Williamson et al. [12] found that alcohol affected
many parameters for a long time, including simple reaction
times, vigilance, visual searches, and logical reasoning.

Alcohol not only affects the parameters mentioned above
but also causes decline in driving performance. Linnoila et
al. [13] indicated that a driver’s ability to operate a vehicle
was affected at a BAC level of 0.035%. Alcohol also decreases
hand steadiness [14] and operating accuracy at a BAC level of
0.06% [15]. Some researchers have found that alcohol impairs
behaviors such as steering and braking at BACs ranging from
0.05% to 0.10% [16, 17]. It has been proved that alcohol could
impair steering and braking control ability [9]. Fillmore et
al. [18] expressed that alcohol significantly impaired driving
performance, which included deviation of lane position,
line crossings, steering rate, and driving speed. Chamberlain
and Solomon [7] concluded that alcohol consumption neg-
atively affects steering wheel control and braking behavior.
In other words, there is unequivocal evidence that alcohol
significantly impairs driving performance, as demonstrated
through laboratory, simulator, and driving studies.

Although there have been some researches about the
alcohol impairment, few studies explained the detailed char-
acteristics of the impairment and driving performance at
different BAC levels. At the same time, fewer researches dis-
criminated drinking driving based on driving performance.
Discrimination with driving performance, which is the non-
contact method, may have a greater potential for application.
To summarize the effect of alcohol on drivers and driving
performance, drivers were recruited to conduct simulation
driving experiment at different BAC levels. In this paper, we
mainly paid attention to the driving performance on urban
straight roadway segment, which was the most common
road in driving process. From the experiment, participants’
subjective feelings were investigated to summarize the effect
on driving state, and the parameters of vehicle’s travelling
condition were collected to analyze the signatures of driving
performance. Based on the significant indicators of driving
performance, drinking driving state was tried to identify
normal state. The objectives of this paper are mainly the
following: (1) to summarize signatures of drivers’ subjec-
tive feelings under the influence of alcohol, (2) reveal the
effects of drinking driving at different BAC levels on driving
performance, and (3) try to identify driving state based on
the indicators of driving performance. The outcomes are
expected to provide references for discrimination of drinking
driving state and to guide the study of accident prevention
caused by drinking driving.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Participant. Nagoshi et al. [19] indicated that male
drivers, affected by drinking driving, were more impulsive
and sensation-seeking than female. It has also been found that
for the same level of BAC, young drivers have a higher relative
accident risk than older drivers [20, 21]. Thus, a total of 25

Figure 1: Driving simulator.

healthy young male drivers were recruited to participate in
this research.The average age of themwas 25 (SD = 4.1, range
= 20–35 years). All the participants possess valid driver’s
licensesmore than 3 years (average = 3.6). All the participants
had regular driving habits, stationary sleep time, and no drug
use. They agreed and signed an informed consent before
participating in the study and were paid for the experiment.

2.2. Equipment. Because of the risks of drinking driving, the
experiments were performed based on a driving simulator.
The validity of using the driving simulator for the study has
been researched in depth by Bella [22, 23]. Driving simula-
tions were performed with the AutoSim driving simulator
system. The simulator consists of six network computers
and some operation hardware interfaces, including steering
wheel, three pedals, and manual gearshift. The road scenario
is projected onto three big screens in front providing a 130
degree field of view, with two rearview mirrors on each side
and one screen on the back. The width of the vehicle was
about 1.8 meters. The simulator can record the degree of the
actions of the driver stepping on three pedals (brake, throttle,
and clutch), the steeringwheel angle, and the gear state. Addi-
tionally, the simulator provides many other parameters that
describe vehicle’s traveling conditions, including the traveling
speed, lane position, displacement, and acceleration. The
sampling frequency of driving simulator in this experiment
is 30Hz. The driving simulator was shown in Figure 1.

In the experiment, a blowing-type alcohol detector was
used to test drivers’ BAC level. The detector is the same type
as the one used by traffic police in Beijing. The BAC level
of participants was measured five times each testing and the
mean BAC level was used to minimize measurement errors.

2.3. Scenario. The scenario was designed as four-lane bidi-
rectional urban road, including 5 urban straight roadway
segments and 6 urban curves. The width of the road lane was
3.75 meters. The straight roadway and curve were alternant
in the scenario. Each urban straight roadway segment was
1000 meters long. Considering that driver would accelerate
or decelerate, we considered the middle 800 meters an urban
straight roadway segment, which was the object of study.
Three similar scenarios were designed for the study to avoid
participants’ familiarity with only one route, and a random
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Figure 2: Scenario.

scenario was selected for each simulated driving. To avoid
the interference of other vehicles, the scenario was designed
without any other vehicles.Then participants can drive freely
in the road. The designed scenario was shown in Figure 2.

2.4. Procedure. To analyze the effect of alcohol on driving
performance at different level, participants were required to
conduct experiments at three different BAC levels. The low
BAC level was set around 0.03%, which was classified as
drink-driving according to Chinese law. The high BAC level
was set higher than 0.09%, which was classified as drunk-
driving.TheBAC level of 0.06%was set in themiddle between
low and high BAC level. Another driving state was the normal
state, which was considered the control state. According
to the driving state design, each participant performed the
simulated driving experiment four times in four different
days. To avoid residual effects of alcohol dose, the participants
carried out the experiments at four BAC levels of 0.00%,
0.03%, 0.06%, and 0.09% at intervals of 3, 5, and 7 days,
respectively.

During the experiment, the alcohol dose of each par-
ticipant was calculated according to Watson’s research [24].
Equation (1) can be used to calculate the dose for the expected
BAC level:

Alcohol dose (g) = [10 × BAL × TBW
0.8

] + 10

×MR × (DDP + TPB) × (TBW
0.8
) ,

(1)

where BAL is the target blood-alcohol level, TBW is the
total body water amount, MR is the metabolic rate (generally
0.015 g/100mL/h), DDP is the duration of the drinking
period, and TPB is the time to peak BAL (generally 0.5 h).
Generally, TBW for men is as follows:

Mens TBW = 2.447 − 0.09516 × Age + 0.1074

×Height (cm) + 0.3362 ×Weight (kg) .
(2)

Chinese liquor (46% of alcohol content) was used for
the drinking. With each drink, the dose was first calculated

according to the equations above for each subject. Then the
liquor was mixed into water to make that integral dose be
500mL and the participant did not know how much alcohol
he drank. About 15 minutes after drinking, participants’ BAC
level was measured every 5 minutes. When they achieved the
target BAC levels, the simulated driving began.Theprocedure
of the four times experiments was shown in Table 1.

Each participant was asked to perform the four visits
with a random order to balance the effect of the order on
drivers. All the participants were required to sleepwell at least
three days before experiments and refrain from having any
stimulating food or beverage. They were also asked to have a
noon break at least one hour on the day of the experiment.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants had to
meet the requirements of normal state to get experiment
data without interference of other states. In the first time
experiment, subjects were instructed regarding the operation
of the simulator, the experimental procedure, and the tasks
to be performed. Then, they were given approximately 10
minutes to practice driving to familiarize themselves with the
simulator control and the road environment.

The experimentswere carried out after 2:00 pmeach time,
when the participants were not sleepy according to a conven-
tional sleep cycle. In each time, subjects were invested about
their state before simulated driving experiment to ensure that
they were not affected by any other unexpected factors. They
were asked to have a break about 5–10 minutes in middle of
simulated driving process to avoid fatigue. Each subject drove
in two random scenarios and therefore had 10 urban straight
roadway segments data. After simulated driving, participants
were required to fill in the questionnaire, which included
attitude, vigilance, attention, judgment, reaction, and ability
of controlling vehicle.

2.5. Data Collection and Analysis. Based on the driving
simulator, 22 of the 25 participants’ data of speed and lane
position of the vehicle’s travelling condition controlled by
them at different BAC levels were collected effectually. The
two parameters were considered the representative of driving
performance. Lane position was defined as the distance
between the center of the vehicle and the lane line on the
right. Considering that the width of road lane was 3.75m,
the best lane position was 1.875m. At the same time, all the
subjects completed successfully the questionnaire and the
data were collected integrally. The investigation included 9
aspects of drivers’ subjective feelings: safety attitude, driving
attitude, vigilance, attention, speed-sense, direction-sense,
judgment ability, ability of controlling direction, and reac-
tion capacity. Participants were investigated after drinking
driving with BAC level of 0.09%. They were required to fill
out the questionnaire contrasting with their feelings when
normal driving. Each aspect of the investigation included
three options, which meant worse, invariant, and better,
respectively, contrast with normal driving. For example, the
three options for safety attitude were adventurous, invariant,
and cautious.
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Table 1: Procedure of experiment.

Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 Visit 4
Goal state Normal Low BAC level Middle BAC level High BAC level
Time 2:00 pm 2:00 pm 2:00 pm 2:00 ppm

Step 1 Test drive Drink to BAC level =
0.03%

Drink to BAC level =
0.06%

Drink to BAC level =
0.09%

Step 2 Questionnaire survey
about state

Questionnaire survey
about feeling

Questionnaire survey
about feeling

Questionnaire survey
about feeling

Step 3 Simulated driving
about 40min

Simulated driving
about 40min

Simulated driving
about 40min

Simulated driving
about 40min

Step 4 Questionnaire survey
about driving process

Questionnaire survey
about driving feeling

Questionnaire survey
about driving feeling

Questionnaire survey
about driving feeling

Table 2: Accident rate at different BAC levels.

State Normal BAC = 0.03% BAC = 0.06% BAC = 0.09%
Accident rate 1.51% 5.22% 6.96% 8.70%

The objective of the analysis was to explore the signatures
of alcohol impairment. The data was analyzed according to
the following method.

(i) First, the signatures of drivers’ subjective feelings
under the influence of alcohol were summarized with
distribution proportion analysis.

(ii) Second, we count up the number of accidents and
the accident rate to illustrate dangers at different BAC
levels.

(iii) Third, the data of the accident-occurred sections was
removed due to the vehicle’s stopping. The indicator
value of each participant was the mean of all his
driving sections excluding accident sections. ANOVA
with repeated measures was used to analyze the
differences of each indicator at the four states. The
pairwise comparison was analyzed using post hoc 𝑡-
test.

(iv) At the end, Fisher discrimination method with the
indicators of driving performance was used to iden-
tify the state of drinking driving fromnormal driving.
Firstly, all the drinking driving states at different BAC
levels were put in one group to identify normal driv-
ing state without considering different BAC levels;
then, drinking driving states with different BAC levels
were separately distinguished from normal driving
state.

3. Results

3.1. Signatures of Drivers’ Subjective Feelings. Nine aspects
of drivers’ subjective feelings were investigated with ques-
tionnaires in the experiment. Compared with normal state,
drivers described their feelings under the influence of alcohol
after drinking simulation driving. The distribution of the
investigation results for 25 subjects was shown in Figure 3.
Thedistribution about safety attitude, for example,meant that
60% of the 25 participants (15) were more adventurous when

drinking driving than normal driving and 24% of them (6)
were more cautious.

The driving attitude and safety attitude showed driving
tendencies of drivers. It indicated thatmost subjects admitted
that they had the tendency of sensation-seeking and were
more adventurous under the influence of alcohol. It was
revealed in Figure 3 that all of the abilities on perception,
attention, direction-sense, judgment, controlling, and reac-
tion of most drivers were impaired by alcohol. More than half
of subjects felt that the vehicle moved slowly, which might
make them drive much faster.

3.2. Accident RateAnalysis. Each participant drove 10 straight
roadway segments and each section was 800 meters long.
There were some accidents in their simulated driving process.
Some drivers rush out or drove into the guardrail in center of
the road. At different driving states, we defined accident rate
that the ratio of the total number of the segments including
accidents of all participants divided the total number of urban
straight roadway segments of all participants had driven.
The accident rate at different states was shown in Table 2.
The accident rate 1.51%, for example, meant that there were
about 200 sections in total in the experiment and accidents
occurred in about 3 sections. Table 2 showed that the higher
BAC level induced higher accident rate, which indicated that
driving ability was impaired more seriously at higher BAC
level.

3.3. Signature of Driving Performance. Driving performance
data was analyzed to reveal the effect characteristics of drunk
driving on running vehicle. Four indicators of vehicle trav-
elling conditions, average speed (SP AVG), speed standard
deviation (SP SD), average lane position (LP AVG), and lane
position standard deviation (LP SD), were used to explain
the signatures of driving performance impaired by alcohol.
Themeans of all subjects of each indicator at different driving
states were shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Distribution proportion of drivers’ subjective feelings under the influence of alcohol compared with normal state.

The main differences between normal driving and drink-
ing driving were analyzed with ANOVA method firstly.
The results showed that SP AVG was significantly higher in
drinking driving state than in normal state (𝐹(1, 86) = 4.321,
𝑃 < 0.05). So do SP SD (𝐹(1, 86) = 5.199, 𝑃 < 0.05) and
LP SD (𝐹(1, 86) = 4.386, 𝑃 < 0.05). No significant difference
was found about LP AVG.

Then, ANOVA with repeated measure was used to ana-
lyze the four indicators at different BAC levels. Mauchly’s
test of sphericity for SP AVG was statistically significant, and
the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment was used to adjust the
degree of freedom. Of the within-subjects effects, the main
effect of BAC was statistically significant, 𝐹(2.263, 47.519) =
4.461, 𝑃 < 0.05, and partial 𝜂2 = 0.175. As shown
in Figure 4(a), SP AVG increased as a function of BAC,
producing a statistically significant linear trend, 𝐹(1, 21) =
8.929, 𝑃 < 0.01, and partial 𝜂2 = 0.298. The quadratic trend
was not significant. The pairwise comparisons showed that
SP AVG at the three BAC levels was significantly higher than
that at normal level, respectively (𝑃 < 0.05). There was no
significant difference among the three BAC levels.

Mauchly’s test of sphericity of SP SD was not significant,
so there is no need of adjustment to the degrees of freedom.
Of thewithin-subjects effects, themain effect of BACwas also
statistically significant,𝐹(3, 63) = 4.407,𝑃 < 0.01, and partial
𝜂2 = 0.173. As shown in Figure 4(b), SP SD also increased as
a function of BAC, producing a statistically significant linear
trend, 𝐹(1, 21) = 11.383, 𝑃 < 0.01, and partial 𝜂2 = 0.352.
The quadratic trend was not significant. It was indicated that
SP SD at the BAC levels of 0.06% and 0.09%was significantly
higher than at the level of 0.00% (𝑃 < 0.05). No significance
was found for SP SD among the three BAC levels.

No within-subjects effects were statistically significant
for LP AVG. It was indicated that alcohol did not affect the
tendency of vehicle’s lateral displacement significantly. Based
on the width of road lane, the best value of lane position was
1.875m. Figure 4(c) showed that drivers when normal driving
had a left driving tendency than center of lane, but with right
tendency than center of lane when drinking driving.

Mauchly’s test of sphericity for LP SD was statistically
significant, and degrees of freedom were also adjusted.
The main effect of BAC of the within-subjects effects was
statistically significant, 𝐹(1.643, 34.498) = 4.532, 𝑃 < 0.05,
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Figure 4: Means of the four indicators at different BAC levels.

and partial 𝜂2 = 0.177. As shown in Figure 4(d), LP SD
also increased as a function of BAC, producing a statistically
significant linear trend, 𝐹(1, 21) = 6.591, 𝑃 < 0.05, and
partial 𝜂2 = 0.239. The quadratic trend was not significant.
The pairwise comparisons explained that LP SD at the BAC
levels of 0.06% and 0.09%was significant higher than it was at
the level of 0.00% (𝑃 < 0.05). LP SD at the BAC level of 0.09%
was significantly higher than at the BAC level of 0.03%.There
was no significant difference in other comparisons.

3.4. Discrimination of Driving State. The results of the
ANOVA analysis above showed that there are no significant
differences of indicators at different BAC levels of drinking
driving states. But significant differences were found for
some indicators between normal state and drinking driving
states. It was indicated that the indicators in urban straight
roadway segment might support the discrimination of two
states: normal and drinking driving, but they were difficult to
support the classification of different BAC levels. To explore
the discriminant ability of the driving performance indica-
tors, firstly, the data at the three BAC levels were integrated
into one group to distinguish normal state; then, drinking
driving states at the three BAC levels were considered one
group, respectively, to identify normal state. Therefore, four

different discriminant functions were established based on
the significant indicators. In the functions, three significant
indicators, SP AVG, SP SD, and LP SD, were used to evaluate
driving state. Here, 𝑥

1
∼𝑥
3
represented the three indicators,

𝑥
1
: SP AVG, 𝑥

2
: SP SD, and 𝑥

3
: LP SD. It was confirmed

that each indicator in the drinking driving states and normal
states was significantly different. The data met the conditions
of using Fisher discriminant method based on the statistical
results.

For the discriminant of drinking driving states including
all BAC levels and normal states, the standardized discrimi-
nant function is

𝑦∗ = 0.341𝑥∗
1
+ 0.483𝑥∗

2
+ 0.694𝑥∗

3
, (3)

where 𝑦∗ is the discriminant score and 𝑥∗
𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, 3) means

the standardized indicator. The result showed that the dis-
criminant function was statistically significant at the signif-
icance level 0.05.

Discriminant score of each driving state can be calculated
through the above function directly. The group centroids of
discriminant score for normal states and drinking driving
states were −0.610 and 0.212. A driver’s state discriminant
score can be calculated by (3), and then drivers’ state can be
classified based on the score close to which group centroids.
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Table 3: Accuracy rate of each function.

Function (1) Function (2) Function (3) Function (4)
Accuracy rate of original group 74.2% 63.5% 74.3% 86.6%
Accuracy rate of cross-validated 70.6% 61.1% 72.1% 86.6%

Similarly, the standardized discriminant function to iden-
tify drinking driving states at BAC level of 0.03% and normal
states is

𝑦∗ = 0.527𝑥∗
1
+ 0.27𝑥∗

2
+ 0.593𝑥∗

3
. (4)

The group centroids of discriminant score for normal states
and drinking driving states were −0.271 and 0.271.

The standardized discriminant function to identify drink-
ing driving states at BAC level of 0.06% and normal states is

𝑦∗ = 0.131𝑥∗
1
+ 0.649𝑥∗

2
+ 0.711𝑥∗

3
. (5)

The group centroids of discriminant score for normal states
and drinking driving states were −0.486 and 0.486.

The standardized discriminant function to identify drink-
ing driving states at BAC level of 0.09% and normal states is

𝑦∗ = 0.559𝑥∗
1
+ 0.269𝑥∗

2
+ 0.761𝑥∗

3
. (6)

The group centroids of discriminant score for normal states
and drinking driving states were −0.612 and 0.612.

Each function was used to classify the corresponding
groups of driving states to validate the accuracy.The accuracy
rate included classification of original group and cross-
validated, in which each case is classified by the functions
derived from all cases other than this case.The accuracy rates
of the four functionswere shown inTable 3. It showed that the
higher the BAC level was, the higher the accuracy rate of the
corresponding function was. The accuracy rate of function
(3), which was used to classify the normal state group and
drinking driving state group with three BAC levels, was close
to the middle of the accuracy rates of other three functions.

4. Discussion

The effect process of alcohol on drivers is that it firstly affects
drivers’ physiological characteristics and then affects external
performances. It matches the statement that the decline on
drivers’ bodily functions is the fundamental reason of the
impairment of driving skill. The statistical results of the
questionnaire showed that most of the participants admitted
that they were affected by alcohol onmany aspects. Under the
influence of alcohol, drivers exhibited the characteristics of
being impulsive, sensation-seeking, adventurous, and mov-
ing faster. At the same time, the ability of judgment, recog-
nition, reaction, and operation were impaired. Therefore,
drinking driving will produce a high probability to serious
accidents.

The analysis of accident rate showed that the accident rate
increased with the BAC level and it was significantly higher
for drinking drivers than for normal drivers. Considering that
the accidents happened in urban straight roadway segment

without disturbance of other vehicles, the accidents were only
related to drivers’ driving state. It indicated that even in the
simple environment, drinking driving had a high probability
to result in an accident. We can deduce that drinking drivers’
driving ability will be more difficult tomeet the driving needs
in a complicated environment andwill cause a traffic accident
more easily. Although the accident rate may differ from the
actual situation, the trend is credible.The result indicated that
the accident rate was obviously of positive correlation with
drivers’ BAC levels.

The analysis of ANOVA with repeated measures proved
that SP AVG, SP SD, and LP SD in drinking driving state
were all significantly higher than those in normal state. They
were related to the changes of drivers’ driving attitude and
driving ability under the influence of alcohol. Sensation-
seeking makes drivers show the high-speed traveling state.
Because of the decline of perception, more than half of
the participants felt the speed slower which was another
reason of high-speed travelling.The decline of driving ability
decreases the steadiness of vehicle travelling speed.Therefore,
the indicator of SP SD showed significantly higher when
drinking driving than normal driving. For lateral movement,
although no significant change was found for LP AVG,
LP SD showed significant differences. The higher LP SD
meant the unsteadiness of lateral movement. In a word,
alcohol will cause high vehicle speed and unsteady travelling
both in vertical and transversemovement.They are the direct
reasons of traffic accident caused by drunk driving. All of
the indicators had statistically significant linear trend as the
function of BAC. It also proved that driving at higher BAC
level would be more dangerous. The significant differences
for the indicators of SP AVG, SP SD, and LP SD between
drinking driving state and normal state showed that they can
contribute to the detection of drinking driving state. More-
over, the significant differences of LP SD between the BAC
levels of 0.03% and 0.09% indicated that LP SD on urban
straight roadway segment might support the discrimination
of different BAC levels.

Drinking driving will cause significant changes of the
indicators of vehicle’s travelling condition on urban straight
roadway segment.Therefore, we can try to classify the drink-
ing driving state from normal driving state according to the
above indicators.The results of Fisher discrimination showed
that the function had a certain ability to classify driving state,
especially classification of drinking driving states at higher
BAC level from normal states. It also indicated that higher
BAC level impaired more seriously driving performance and
made more differences contrasting with normal driving. At
the same time, the imperfection of the classification might
be also because that, on one hand, the driving scenario
was so simple that the indicators could not fully express
enough differences; on the other hand, drivers may have
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obvious individual differences, and it is difficult to set a
certain discrimination standards for all drivers. But the result
provided reference for discrimination of driving state based
on driving performance.

This research revealed drivers’ signatures affected by
alcohol and tried to classify drinking driving state based
on the significant indicators of driving performance. The
results have a great potential application in traffic safety
research. On one hand, the study on the effects of alcohol
is the foundation for the detection of drinking driving. The
results revealed the change tendency of drivers’ attitude,
driving ability, and driving performance under the influence
of alcohol, which may be helpful for the countermeasure
research of drinking driving. On the other hand, the results
can support the study on drivers’ driving model, especially
for safety driving. Wang et al. [25] have studied the driver’s
safety approaching behavioral model with various driving
characteristics and stated that it could be used in traffic
research at the microscopic level. It has also been deeply
researched about driver’s various information processes and
multiruled decision-making mechanism by considering the
complicated control process of driving, which was closely
related to driving model [26]. Based on these researches,
the results about drivers’ attitude, driving ability, and driving
performance in this study paved the foundation for the
study on drivers’ drinking driving model, which was very
important to improve traffic safety.

There were still some imperfections for the study. First,
the measurement of driving performance in this study is
not comprehensive. Second, we only analyzed the driving
performance data on urban straight roadway segment, which
was only a specific road type. However, the driving perfor-
mance is the basic characteristic of vehicle’s travelling and
the urban straight roadway segment is the most common
road geometry. The study on them is representative and
the research method can be generalized. In future studies,
the parameter of driving performance should include more
aspects, such as brake, accelerator, and steering wheel. The
study should also consider more road geometries, such as
curve and intersection.

5. Conclusion

To explore the impact of alcohol on drivers and driving
performance, the experiment was designed to collect 25
participants’ subjective feelings and their driving perfor-
mance data.The distribution of the questionnaire’s result was
summarized. The accident rate in different BAC levels was
statistically analyzed, and ANOVA with repeated measures
was used to analyze the signatures of driving performance
under the influence of alcohol. Discriminant analysis with
significant performance indicators was used to classify drink-
ing driving states from normal driving states. According to
the results in this research, the following conclusions can be
obtained.

(i) Under the influence of alcohol, most of drivers tend
to be more impulsive and adventurous and their

abilities of judgment, vigilance, recognition, reaction,
and controlling were impaired obviously.

(ii) The accident rate is of positive correlation with BAC
level. Driving at higher BAC level will be more
dangerous, even in simple driving environment.

(iii) On urban straight roadway segment, SP AVG, SP SD,
and LP SD were all significantly higher when drink-
ing driving than thosewhennormal state.They all had
statistically significant linear trend as a function of
BAC. The three indicators can support the detection
of drinking driving state and LP SD may also con-
tribute to the classification driving states of different
BAC levels.

(iv) The above three indicators on urban straight roadway
segments can be used to distinguish drinking driving
state from normal driving state. The higher the BAC
level is, the more accurate the discrimination is.

These conclusions are the basis of the study of drinking
driving. They can provide some references for the discrimi-
nation of drinking driving state and making countermeasure
to it. At the same time, they also support the study of driving
safety and the research on drivers’ driving model, especially
for safety driving.
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